exp 1
Summarize what the text is about (write 2 or 3 sentences).
Tell the group your summary.
This paragraph/text is about ...
This text deals with ...
...

exp 2
What words or phrases don’t you or others understand.
You can use a dictionary (write 2 or 3 questions).
Ask the group for words or phrases.
Does anyone know what... means?
Do you know the meaning of...?
Who knows what... means?
I looked the word... up in a dictionary. It means.....

exp 3
Ask questions about the meaning of the text (write 3 or 4 questions).
Ask the group your questions:
What ...?
Who ...
Where ...
How ...
When ...
Which ...
Why?

exp 4
Predict* what the next paragraph is about (write 2 or 3 sentences).
Tell the group what you predict.
I think the next text is about...
I guess the next paragraph is about...
...because....

summarizer
clarifier
questioner
predictor

*summarizer/r = zusammenfassern/Zusammenfasser
*clarifier = Klärer; clarify = klären
*predictor = Vorhersager; predict = etwas vorhersagen